
English III
Lesson: [April 9, 2020]

Learning Target(s):  
● Students will evaluate how an author’s word choices will 

contribute to the tone of a text.

● Students will identify the tone of a text.



                                                     Bell Ringer

After looking at this
graphic organizer and 
understanding the difference 
between mood and tone, pick a 
song and place it in the TITLE 
section. Then, using different 
adjectives, fill in the MOOD and 
TONE sections to help gain a better 
understanding of how the two 
concepts are related.

https://freeology.com/wp-content/files/moodtone.pdf


Learn
● Open the link below to learn about what tone is and how word choice has a direct 

impact on tone in writing. This link provides excellent examples of simple uses of 
tone, as well as more sophisticated examples for actua literary pieces.

Definition of Tone and Examples

● This video gives you an interesting insight into how just changing a few words in  a 
passage from Jack Kerouac’s,  On the Road, can completely alter the tone of the 
piece. By the way, this is a great book if you have the opportunity to check it out.

Video:  Word Choice and Tone in Literature

https://literarydevices.net/tone/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXvQ-lW_244&t=19s


Practice

● Use the following exercise to gain a better understanding of how word choice 
impacts the tone of a sentence, paragraph, or story.

Determining Tone with Word Choice

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L1Mi7Leuzo4zoXHQbhFKyal1TNnOlZUYVGPuRDFghkY/edit


Practice Answer Key

The answers will vary based on the reader’s word choice, but the correct answer to the 

tone of the passage is included in all ten practice exercises.

Determining Tone: Answer Key

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CDsHszXz2BonzKA7oQ5NtDmqFuKOmf069j5y8ejPAj8/edit


If you want to learn more...Additional Resource:

● Read the following short poem and focus on the purposeful word choice and how it 
is anchored in specific content and helps to establish tone.

"Wet and Crying"

●  Draw a chart like the one in the document and respond using word choice, feelings, 
and tone from the poem. A list of tone words is hyperlinked for you to use.    
                                     

Word Choice and Tone Chart

Tone Vocabulary List

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Fj6ZS3Hl8POad_KvQ7JCt9sxeih8VCiX533VuLLyiOs/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aucu2u6Z4BZV35-7pU_1dphOxGSD1H5IROAiXQJ6-IQ/edit
http://rpdp.net/admin/images/uploads/resource_3274.pdf

